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a) Road Rollers.
Those who took part in the II International Road Congress
may remember the small motor-roller which as representative of . the English firm of Barford & Perkins, was in
attendance at the gate of the &dquo; Palais des académies &dquo; before and
after the section meetings.
In Austria, or more particula.rly in Bohemia, a motor-roller
of this kind of 16 to 18 H. P., 6.5 tons light and 7.5 tons loaded
weight, with a back-roller of 1.22 m. and a front roller of 1.06 m.
in breadth was procured in 1911 and gave very favourable results.
Since then. the manufacture of this motor-roller has been taken
in hand in Austria also.
The advamtages of this light motor-roller are the following :-

of Brussels

1. In spite of the circumstance that, while it was at work in
the spring of 1911 between. ’l’eplitz and Turn in the built-up part
of t.he last-named village the traffic was not blocked, no difliculties were experienced, because the machine could be stopped
at once, produced neither smoke nor soot, and was easily
manoeuvred.
2. The roller occupies little space, is in constant readiLess
for work, goes on without_stopping and is not subject to loss of
time when taking in coal and water, as the steam roller is.
3. It can be easily and cheaply transported by railway, but
is also itself able to proceed along the road at an easy’ walking
pace, and in so doing can take every gradient met with.
4. The machine can also be used with advantage for rolling
the banquettes . andtar-macadam roads.
5.’ While thoroughly reliable in working, it has excellent
springs, and .it is so simple and easy to work that, as I had
opportunity of .personally observing, any road-man can learn to
.

.
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drive it in 24 hours even though he have not the least idea of
the mechanism ’of the power vehicle ; a spell of practical work
of 8 to 14 days duration in a power-vehicle manufactory is
sufficient to make the men acquainted with the motor.
5. The roller can very easily be fitted with gearing that
enables the 16 to 18 H. P. to be used also for driving a stonebreal:ing machine.
7. Thé buying price of the machine is 12,500 K, which is
considerably less than that of a steam-roller.
8. Thé roller, when at work, does not push the metal along
before it, but presses it evenly and firmly together.
’l’he roller cannot, of course, be expected to deal with layers
of metal of 150 mm. in thickness in the same time as is taken
by the 18-ton steam-roller.
It has been applied only to loose layers of from 7 to 10 cm. in
thiclmess, and, in dealing with these, works decidedly more
economically and (when a strip of7netalli?ig wited to its ow7a
,I-olliii,g-breadtli, is tave°secl about 12 times) just as well as a
steam-roller, without however cmshing so large a percentage of
métal on the firm foundation. In 1911 the roller, in all, worked
for 80 days or 800 hours and in so doing, rolled-in 2,000 cub. m.
of metal on a stretch of surfaeing 7 m. in thickness, 7 km. in
length, and from 4 to 5 m. in breadth, without the least repair

becoming

necessaiy.

’l’Lie output of work of the roller per hour was 38 sq. m.
36 cub. m. of hard métal, that is to say 380 sq. m. per day
100 running mètres of road of 4 metres in breadth.
Thé quantities used per sq. m. of surface were :-

or
or

.07 cub. m. of basalt standard métal,
.03 cub.. m. binding pit-sand, and
.01 cub.

The
sec.

=

rolled

m.

crisp covering-sand.

speed

attained

1,080

metres per

on

fresbly-strewji material was .3 m. per
and in the final rolling of a firmly

hour,

.85 m. per sec.
3,060 m. per hour.
total
costs of the rolling ware distributed in accordance
The
with the following table, the price rates thereby being :-

wheel-way

=

n.) For the roller-driver (road-man)
board and

daily allowance for
lodging of ................................ 4.00 K
a.

b ) Daily wages of the labourers......................... 3.00
c) 1 cub. m. of basalt with leading................... 11.30

&dquo;

&dquo;
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d)

1 cub.

e)
f)

1 cub. m. of sand.......................................
4.30
1 kg. of light benzine, including freight,
leading, and storing-intcrest, ..................... , .42

m. of splint (used
only for the banquettes).....................................................

Comparative

8.60 Il
&dquo;

&dquo;

Table No. 1.

By the use of heavy
working-charges may be

benzine from the fiscal workings, the
further reduced by about 3 K. per day,
or from 15 K. to 12 K. A hired roller costs from 55 to 65 K.
per day, while the fiscal steam-rollers require about 30 K. in the

shape of working charges per day. ’l’he economy of the motorroller as compared with the steam-roller can therefore scarcely
be a matter of doubt, especially in the case of loose layérs of
10 cm. in height. As regards costs, this motor is, however, very
much superior to the horse-rollers. Thé comparison is somewhat
as

follows

:

Table oi

Comparison

No. II.

of a light motor-roller of this kind, which
of
5,000-:- 122 40 kg. per sq. cm. on the
pressure
122 cm. tyred back wheel to be very advantageous, especially for
a métal material uf comparatively small compression strength
(limestone and sandstone), which is apt to be too much crushed
by the steam-roll.er, although it appears (perhaps for the very
reason of this artificial crushing of the metal) as if the heavy
ruller would give more rapid and superior work.
For the rolling of patch metalliJ1’gs, section metalling, ans
thin loose layers in general up to the thicknesses of 10 cm.,
I prefer the motor-roller of light pattern to that of every other
weight on economical grounds, and to every other kind of roller
1 consider the

exerts

on

use

=

a

account of its easy

manipulation.

b) Benzine Carts.
To enable the necessary quantity of benzine to be taken along
the free stretch of road for the working of the motor, a benzine
cart is provided in the shape of a’two-wheeled iron-framed tender,
the enclosed cart of which must have room for two barrels (about
B00 kg.) of benzine. Thé barrels are mounted on trestles in the
eart body in such a manner that they can neither slide nor roll,
and so that the benzine can be easily tapped ofF.
Thé body of the cart can be closed by a locked door and has
a few ventilation holes (Price of the cart about 800 K.).

c) The Dwelling and Accessory Van
dwelling and sleeping room for the roller-man and
the automobile metal-cart man, and is at the same time a waterserves as a

cart.

1. The van frame2aor7c must be mounted on the steel axles of
the 4 iron-tyred hard-wood wheels with good springs. Between
the two pairs of wheels, an accessory-box with lock is to be
arranged below the floor of the van. A pole and steps are to be
provided in connection with the van framing. The former must,
when unshipped, be capable of being secured in a suitable manner
along the side of the van. The front framework is to be provided
with an a.ppli.a.nce by which the van can also be coupled to the
motor roller. An arrangement for braking the back wheels must
be made.
2. The body of the van about 4.8 m. in length and at most
2 m. in breadth, is to be fitted together with double walls, the
outer of which must be of larch and the inner of pine or fir. Tlie
roof is to be covered with zinc sheeting.
In addition to the door with lock at the back-end and two
windows at each side, the room with its clear height of 2 m.
must have.
3. The following suitably arranged fittings :_

In tlce bedroom

:-

cz) Two beds (one on each side of the van) 750 mm. in width
and 1,880 mm. in length, provided with a boarded niche 500 mm.
above the floor of the van, so that room may be found for two
storerooms made accessible by two little doors from the outside.
b) A wardrobe, reaching from the top of one of the storerooms above referred to up to the roof of the van (450 mm. broad,
650 mm. deep, arid a.bout 1,500 rmm. high).
c) A table with locka.ble dramer 650 mm. long by 450 mm.
deep and seat.
’

7/t thc

d)
450

e)

A
mm.

washing-stand
deep).

A bench 800

mm.

llwelling

·oom :-

with basin and

long by

450

jug (680

mm.

mm.

long by

broad, with vice.

f)

A

tool-box, which also

serves as a

seat

(900

mm.

long by

broad by 500 mm. deep).
An
iron economical range with a chimney reaching above
g)
the roof.
7a) The rest of the fittings belonging to the van, such as
padlocks, door-keys, screw-keys, and two lamps with lampholders at the upper parts of the end-walls.
Price about 2,300 Kronen.
450

&dquo;

mm.

d) Automobile Metal Transporters and WaterSprinklers combined.
In districts in which’water is scarce, the radius of action of
the road-roller is, on account of the expense and difficulty of the
’ water-supply, more restricted.
Since a steam-roller. ca.n roll about 50 cub. m. of metal per
da.y, each cubic mètre of metal requires from .4 to .5 cub. m. of
water for the rolling of it down, and 25 cub. m. of water per day
have to be provided.
When the distance of the point of supply of the water from
the place of working of the steam-roller is from 3 to 4 kilometres,
the filling of the tanks and leading of the water costs about 3 to
4 Kronen per cub. m., and about 3 to 4 water-carts and as many
teams of horses are required, which, at the time of busy work in
the fields are often dimcult to obtain.
’l’he roller appurtenances just described were accordingly
experimentally supplemented by an automobile water-cart,
which, at times when no rolling is to be done, is also to be used
for the transport of metal. (after the watercart has been replaced
by a suitable load platform).
7.’he constructional requirements are, in addition to thosc
u’sually made for goods-automobiles, in the main the following :The cart is to be built for a minimum nett load of 2,000 kg.,
a maximum nett load of 3,000 kg., and a maximum speed of
1G km. per hour when the wheels are all fitted with rubber tyres
and of 12 Icm. per hour with iron tyres, and it must be capable
of taking gradients up to 20 %.
The weight of the cart itself completely ready for work
including the driver, the spare parts, and the stores of material
for working with their receptacles is not to exceed 3,700 kg.

The motor must have the horse power corresponding with thc
above-mentioned capacity for work, the consumption of benzine
not exceeding 360 gr. per H. P. per hour.
’1’0 enable a supply of working material sufficient for a. 200 km.
run to be carried, a tank made of fire-proof material, entirely
closed in and insulated fire-proof from the motor is to be provided.
The weight is to be distributed in such a manner that not more
than 2/s of it rests upon the back wheels.
Sinee the water-cart often has to run on fresh metalling,
good powerful springs, strong axles, a greatest possible wheelheight combined with a distance apart of the wheels of at most
4 m. in order that, with sufficient adhesion and stability, not only
the cart, but also the roads on which it runs may be saved as
much as possible. The minimum turning-radius must be 5.5 m.
In addition to be rubber-tyred wheels, a set of iron-tyred ones
of 35 cm. in breadth is to be supplied for the back axle to enablc
the sprinkling cart to be used also for the rolling ofstrips of
metalling strewn iéith sand.
The iron water-tank is to be removable, and including sidewalls is to be at most 1.8 m. broad; it must have a filling-hole,
a sprinkling appliance consisting of two sprinklers each with
a sprinkling width of 3 metres, and with a reliable rust-preventive
coating. The sprinkling appliance must be capable of being put
in and out of action from the driver’s seat.
The filling of the tank must be capable of being effected by
means of a centrifugal pump with two-sided inlets driven by the
cart motor, by a 6 m. suction-hose in two parts which is to be
provided, and also by means of an ordinary hempen hose 10 ft.
in length. The hose, which may be suitable carried on the cart
during the runs, are to be fitted with the Austro-Hungarian
standard couplings.
Thé pump is to deliver about 400 1. per minute, and an arrangement must be made such tbat the content of the sprinklingtank can also be transferred to other receptacles.
Since the power vehicle is also to be available for the transport
of metal, the water-tank must be removable and capable of being
replaced by a metal-transporting body. In view of this, the
tanks must be secured and strengthened in such a manner that
their removal can be rapidly effected by means of tackles or
winches. The maximum admissible weight is to be marked on
the lefthand side wall of the metal-carrying body, the latter being
about 2.8 m. long by 1.8 m. broad by .6 m. high. The side walls

thereby

must be

arranged to fold either up or down. In case the traction
power of the motor-cart is also sufhcient for an attached cart,
this latter is also to be arranged as a metal-transporting vehicle,
and may

perhaps

be built in the form of

a

two-wheeled tender-

cart.

’

’l’he
of

buying-price is 26,000 to 30,000
experience are not yet available.

Fi.

Particulars of results

It is the intention in addition to use the automobile waterdust-laying (sprinkling of chloride of calcium lye and
suchlil&oelig; fluids), as also for the sprinkling of steep stretches of the
roads, the structure of which suffers very much in dry weather.

cart for

e) Sweeping Machines.
Thé idea would naturally occur to construct a cylindrical brush
iu connection with the automobile water-cart. On constructional
and economical grounds, however, this was sot carried out, and
preference was given to an arrangement by which an ordinary
sweeping machine, which could also be drawn by horses if
required, was hung on to the automobile sprinkling-cart. By
this, the circumstance that the automobile water-cart would often
have to draw a dead weight with it
as in the case of a fixed
attachment of a cylindrical brush
was avoided.
Further report
in regard to the constuction of the sweeping machine, which is
eveiywhere well known, will hardly be necessary.
-

-

f) Heatable Tar-Sprinkling Carts.
Thé tai-sprinkiing cart is to consist of a two-horsed, fourwheeled cart-framè; the hoiler, the fi.Lli.ng, heating, sprinkling,
and spreading appliances, and the mountings and implements

thereby required :1. The iron cart-framing must rest with two powerful carriagesprings on the steel axles. The four wheels, which must be made
’

of hard wood, are to have rims fromto 8 cm. in breadth armed
with strong iron tyres. ’1.’he fore framework must be able to turn
completely round, and must be provided with steps and a polo.
The doam.eter of the fore wheels is to be lm., and that of the back
wheels 1.3 m. Under the driver’s seat a tool-box of as large size
as possible with a lockable door at the side is to be
arranged.

The back wheels must be capable of being braked from the
driver’s box.
At the side of the cart framing a stand-board is to be arranged
for the stoker.
2. ’l’he iron boiler is to have a nett available content of
1,000 litres and therefore, including an air-space of 300 1. and
a space of 300 1. at .the bottom that must be constantly filled
with tar to prevent the walls from . becoming red-hot, a total
space of about 1,600 litres. Within the boiler, a stirringappliance is to be fitted ’that can be ’Yorked by hand from the
driver’s seat, the movement of the cart, however, being also
capable of being effected by means of gearing from the back
’

axle.
3. ’l’he filling-appamt.us is to consist of a pair of piston-pumps
mounted one at each side of the cart framing. Each of these is
to have a suction-hose reaching to the ground with a diarneter
that must correspond with the bung-holes of the tar-barrels aud
a Dutch screw-thread that fits the pmnp, and further with a
eopper rosebox.
4. ’1°he heating-&oelig;ppamtns is to consist of a fire-box with grate
and ash-pit and a number of fiae-tubes in the lower dead room
of the boiler, and, further, o.f the smoke-box and the folding
funnel with spark-catcher. ’l’he grate is to be arranged for coal&dquo;

&dquo;

firing.
The

pieces

must be as spacious as possible to prevent burning
of coal from falling out: it must shut tightly and have a

ash-pit

regulable draught-door.
The heating-tubes must

be

capable

of

being

cleared of

flaky

*

ashes. ’
4. The

.

s?ri,kliny-apparatrc.s, consisting of two sprinklers with
spraying breadth of at least 1.8 metres. The tar-supplies to the
sprinklers must be capable of being cut-off or regulated all
together or separately from the driving platform. The sprinklers
::Jo

normal conditions, to deliver 1.5 litres, with a miniof 1 litre and a maximum of 2 litres per square metre.
5. Thé spreading appliance, which may suitably be attached
to the cart-framing, is to consist of a number of piassava brooms
mounted on a frame in common and 8’0 arranged as to fit the
contour of the road. The spreading appliance must be capable
of being raised and lowered in one pi.ece from the drivingplatform, of being rapidiy fixed in the upper position and of
are, under
mum

-10-

being turned through an angle of at least 30° in the horizontal
plane, at which height it must still be capable of spreading the
sprinkled tar in the direction from the banquette towards the
middle of the wheel-way in a breadth of 1.8 m. Thé bundle of
I)i-tisbes must be capable of being easily inserted and removed.
6. Other Fittings and 7’ools :n) ’l’he tool-box must contain :1 Fitter’s suit,
2 Pairs of wooden shoes,
1 Fitter’s hammer,
1 French screw-key and a screw-key to fit the nuts
supplied,
1 Bung-opener,
1 Pair of pincers,
1 Grappling-iron.
b) A thermometer at th.e back of the boiler extending down
into the tar-pipe with a graduated scale of about 50 to 120° C.
and a revolvable brass sleeve-guard.
c) A co-rJ,- insulatinn of the front of the boiler (smoke-box)
..

&dquo;

,

towards the driver’s box.
d) A ta°-line changer (with funnel and delivery-pipe at th.e
normal filling-height).
e) An overflow-pz’pe at the highest point of the boiler-rounding
to carry off the vapours and the tar that foams over into the
sprinklers, which are thereby heated in advance.
f ) An easily opened 7?MM/Ke door in the upper part and a
lélivery-changer in the lower part of the boiler.
g) A poker, a coal-shovel, and. a cleaning-brush for the fire
tubes suitably held in hooks on the side of the boiler.
Price........................... 3,600 K.
The appliances described form the principal requirements for
a care of the roads such as is suitable for mod’ern
requirements.
..

Vienna, Feby. 12th., 1913.
BRADACZEK.

(Translator : LIDDELL.)

Oberthür, Rennes-Paris (6Gf>-13)

